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																											FTC investigating OpenAI on ChatGPT data collection and publication of false information

																										Photo by Win McNamee / Getty Images The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is investigating ChatGPT creator OpenAI over possible consumer...
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																Now Google’s Bard AI chatbot and talk and respond to visual prompts

																Illustration: The Verge Google is adding some new features to its Bard AI chatbot, including the ability for Bard to speak its answers to you and...
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																Elon Musk’s new xAI company launches to ‘understand the true nature of the universe’

																Illustration by Kristen Radtke / The Verge; Getty Images xAI, Elon Musk’s newly formed AI company, has revealed itself with a new website detailing its mission...
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																Microsoft tests an AI hub for the Windows 11 app store

																Image: Microsoft After showing off an AI hub in the Microsoft Store earlier this year, now it’s finally arriving for Windows 11 Insiders in Preview Build...
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																Google’s AI-powered notes app is now called NotebookLM, and it’s launching today

																Illustration: The Verge Project Tailwind, the AI-backed note-taking tool that Google launched at this year’s I/O developer conference, is rebranding. It’s now known as NotebookLM, and...
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																Inside Google’s big AI shuffle — and how it plans to stay competitive, with Google DeepMind CEO Demis Hassabis

																Photo illustration by Alex Parkin / The Verge Google invented a lot of core AI technology, and now the company’s turning to Demis to get back...
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																OpenAI’s DALL-E will train on Shutterstock’s library for six more years

																Image: Shutterstock Shutterstock is extending its partnership with OpenAI for six more years, allowing the AI company to train its models using Shutterstock’s sprawling library of...
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																Anthropic’s ‘friendly’ AI chatbot, Claude, is now available for more people to try

																Illustration by Alex Castro / The Verge Claude, the AI chatbot that Anthropic bills as easier to talk to, is finally available for more people to...
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																That Google memo about having ‘no moat’ in AI was real — and Google’s AI boss disagrees with it

																Illustration: The Verge Just a couple of months ago, a leaked memo said to be from a Google researcher cast doubt on the company’s future in...
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																Sarah Silverman is suing OpenAI and Meta for copyright infringement.

																Comedian and author Sarah Silverman, seen here participating in a Tax Day protest in 2017. | Photo by Stephanie Keith/Getty Images Comedian and author Sarah Silverman,...
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																Google’s medical AI chatbot is already being tested in hospitals

																Illustration: The Verge Google’s Med-PaLM 2, an AI tool designed to answer questions about medical information, has been in testing at the Mayo Clinic research hospital,...
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